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klutz bead loom bracelets book kit toy amazon com - the loom is really small and a bit hard to work with i would have
liked it more if all the pieces were not just plastic and there was a better way to wrap the wires at both ends without using up
so much wire, klutz loop loom make super stretchy beaded bracelets - this kit was great fun made lots of bracelets a
ring too my only recommendation for improvement is to make the hook a little stronger it was starting to bend towards the
end of the given supplies, dan s crafts things rochester ny hobbies toys craft - some of our favorite hobby items coloring
books for adults kids the benefits of coloring have been shown in countless studies try this relaxing hobby today with our
enormous selection of books pencils and markers, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port
manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a bunch
of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe
and you ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest
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